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Abstract With reference to a classic protection system featuring active subjects
that reference protected objects, we approach the important problem of identifying
the objects that each subject can access, and the operations that the subject
can carry out on these objects. Password capabilities are a classical solution to
this problem. We propose a new form of password capability, called extended
password capability (or e-capability, for short). An e-capability can specify any
combination of access rights. A subject that holds a given e-capability can generate
new e-capabilities for reduced sets of access rights. Furthermore, a subject that
created a given object is in a position to revoke the access permissions granted
by every e-capability referencing this object, completely or in part. The size of
an e-capability is comparable to that of a traditional password capability. The
number of passwords that need to be stored in memory permanently is kept to a
minimum, and is equal to a single password for each object.
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1 Introduction

We shall refer to a classic protection system featuring active entities, called sub-
jects, that reference passive entities, the protected objects [15], [22]. In a system
of this type, an important problem is to identify the objects that each subject can
access, and the operations that the subject can carry out on these objects [24].
We shall refer to typed objects, so that each given object B is associated with a
type T . The definition of T states a set of operations op0, op1, . . . , opp−1, and a
set of access rights ar0, ar1, . . . , arn−1, where quantities p and n are type-specific.
The type definition also states the subset of all access rights that is necessary to
accomplish each given operation successfully.
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1.1 Capabilities

In a classical approach, the protection problem is solved by taking advantage of
capability-based techniques [14]. A capability C is a pair (B,AR), where B is the
identifier of a protected object, and AR is a set of access rights for this object.
A subject that holds capability C can take advantage of this capability to access
object B to carry out the operations that are made possible by the access rights
in AR. In a typical implementation, the AR field is encoded in n bits, one bit
for each access right defined by the type T of B; if a given bit is asserted, the
capability grants the corresponding access right.

Capabilities should be segregated in protected memory regions [4]. This means
that a process should be prevented from using ordinary machine instructions to
modify a capability, for instance, to set bits in the AR field to obtain an undue
amplification of access rights, or even to modify the object identifier to forge a
new capability referencing a different object. Solutions have been devised to the
capability segregation problem. In a segmented memory environment, special seg-
ments, which we shall call capability segments, can be used for capability storage
[5], [11], [27]. The instruction set of the processor is augmented with a set of
special instructions for capability processing, the capability instructions. If an or-
dinary machine instruction is used to access the contents of a capability segment,
an exception of violated protection is raised, and execution of the instruction ter-
minates with failure. This approach leads to segment proliferation and an undue
complication of the structure of the protected objects, e.g. at least one capability
segment is necessary for each given object to store the capabilities referencing the
data segments reserved for the internal representation of this object.

In a different approach, capability segregation is obtained by taking advantage
of a tagged memory [9], [19]. In this approach, a one-bit tag is associated with
each memory cell. The tag specifies whether this cell contains a capability, or an
ordinary information item. A capability instruction can be executed on a given
memory cell only if this cell is tagged to contain a capability; if this is not the
case, execution of the capability instruction generates an exception of violated
protection. This approach requires special memory modules apt to store the cell
tags, and is contrary to the requisite of hardware standardization.

1.2 Password capabilities

Password capabilities are an important improvement on the classical capability
concept [1], [3], [8], [16], [20]. In the password capability approach, a collection of
passwords is associated with each object. Each password corresponds to a set of
access rights for this object. A password capability P is a pair (B,W ), where B is
the identifier of a protected object, and W is a password. A subject that possesses
P can access object B to carry out the actions permitted by the access rights
associated with W . If passwords are large and randomly distributed, it is virtually
impossible to guess a password to forge a valid password capability [2]. It follows
that password capabilities do not need to be segregated in memory. They can be
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freely mixed with ordinary information items, and are an effective solution to the
segregation problem.1

A peculiar problem of password capabilities is password proliferation. If we are
aimed at distributing several distinct subsets of access rights, a password should be
associated with each of these subsets. Alternatively, we shall reserve a password for
each access right, and in this case, several password capabilities will be necessary
to express a complex access permission defined in terms of several access rights.
Of course, this is an undue complication of access right management.

As an example of an object type, let us refer to the File type that defines four
access rights, namely delete, write, read and execute. The delete access right for a
given file F makes it possible to delete F ; as will be illustrated later, this access
right is also necessary to revoke the access permissions for the file. The write access
right allows us to access F for write. This is similar to the read access right for
read access, and to the execute access right for the execution of the file contents
(supposedly, machine code). In this example, if subject S should possess access
rights write, read and execute, and a password exists that corresponds to these
three access rights, S will be granted a password capability defined in terms of
this password. If the password does not exist, it is generated [1], [2]. Alternatively,
we can associate a password with each access right, for a total of four passwords;
in this case, S will possess three password capabilities, defined in terms of the read
password, the write password, and the execute password, respectively.

In a different approach, we can modify the definition of a password capability
to contain several passwords. In this approach, a generalized password capability
G assumes the form (B,W0,W1, . . .), where W0,W1, . . . are passwords for object
B. The access rights granted by G on B are those specified by these passwords.
Of course, we can define a generalized password capability corresponding to an
arbitrary combination of access rights. However, the size of generalized password
capabilities is variable, and can be very large for several access rights. In our ex-
ample of the File type, a generalized password capability specifying access rights
write, read and execute will contain three passwords. If the size of an object iden-
tifier is 64 bits, and the size of a password is 128 bits, the size of this generalized
password capability is 56 bytes.

1.3 Reduction

An important feature of capability-based protection is simplicity in access right
transmission between subjects. A subject S that holds capability C = (B,AR)
specifying a set AR of access rights for object B can grant these access rights to a
different subject S′ simply by transferring a copy of C to S′. A related aspect is that

1 If a subject steals a password capability, it can take advantage of this password capability,
to access the object it references illegitimately. In fact, the validity of a password capability
is independent of the subject that holds this password capability and extends system-wide,
and a copy of a password capability cannot be distinguished from the original. This is a
different aspect of the segregation problem. Password capability stealing can be precluded by
a separation of the address spaces enforced by the underlying operating system kernel [2].
Alternatively, we can assign a cryptographic key to each application; the password capabilities
held by the subjects of a given application are encrypted by using the key of this application
[16]. This mechanism prevents stealing between subjects of different applications, but cannot
protect the subjects of the same application, which should be considered mutually trustworthy.
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of capability reduction, i.e. to transform C into a new capability C′ = (B,AR′),
where AR′ specifies a subset of the access rights contained in AR, so that subject
S can transfer only part of the access rights in the original capability C. To this
aim, the instruction set of the processor will be extended to include capability
instructions aimed at altering the access right field in a strictly controlled fashion,
so that any form of access right amplification is prevented.

Access right reduction is arduous in password capability environments [16].
Suppose that subject S holds password capability P = (B,W ) referencing object
B with password W , and let AR be the set of access rights associated with W .
Suppose also that S is aimed at granting subject S′ a password capability P ′ =
(B,W ′) for the same object B, where W ′ corresponds to a subset AR′ of AR. In
a situation of this type, intervention of a software component is necessary, which
we shall call the password capability manager MB , associated with B and aimed
at password capability reduction. Subject S sends password capability P to MB .
In turn, MB transforms P into P ′, and returns P ′ to S. If no password exists that
corresponds to the reduced set of access rights AR′, a new password is generated,
and is associated with the object [1], [2].

In our example of the File type, suppose that subject S holds password capa-
bility P = (F,W ) for file F , where W corresponds to access rights write, read, and
execute. Suppose also that S is aimed at granting subject S′ permission to read
and to execute (but not to write) the file. To this aim, S will ask for intervention
of the password capability manager MF of file F . MF will transform password ca-
pability P into a new password capability P ′ = (F,W ′) for file F , where password
W ′ corresponds to access rights read and execute. If no such password exists, it is
generated. Alternatively, MF will return two password capabilities, one for access
right read and one for access right execute. This is an undue complication of the
whole password management process.

Of course, generalized password capabilities featuring several passwords are an
effective solution to the problem of access right reduction. Let G = (F,Wwrite,
Wread, Wexecute) be a generalized password capability for file F , where Wwrite,
Wread and Wexecute are the passwords for access rights write, read and execute,
respectively. Subject S that holds G can apply reduction to eliminate access right
write simply by removing password Wwrite from G to obtain generalized password
capability G′ = (F, Wread, Wexecute).

In this paper, we approach the problem of access right representation in pass-
word capabilities. We propose a new model of password capability, which we call
extended password capability, or e-capability for short. In this model:

– An e-capability can specify any combination of access rights;
– The size of an e-capability is comparable to that of a traditional password

capability featuring a single password, and is independent of the number of
access rights granted by this e-capability;

– A subject that holds a given e-capability is in a position to reduce this e-
capability to eliminate one or more access rights. The subject can carry out
this action autonomously; no intervention is required of a form of password
capability manager.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 introduces the e-capability
model with special reference to the relation existing, in an e-capability referencing
a given object, between the password and an owner password generated when the
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object is created. E-capability validation and reduction are analyzed in depth.
Sect. 3 extends the e-capability concept by classes aimed at supporting the review
of access permissions, so that the owner of a given object is given the ability to
revoke the validity of the e-capabilities referencing this object. Sect. 4 discusses
the motivations for the e-capability model with respect to a number of important
viewpoints, which include the fraudulent forging of e-capabilities, the properties
of the proposed form of access right revocation, e-capability reduction, and the
memory requirements for password storage. Sect. 5 gives concluding remarks.

2 The e-capability model

Let T be an object type, let ar0, ar1, . . . , arn−1 be the access rights defined by T ,
and let B be an object of type T . An e-capability E is a triple (B,W,R), where
W is a password and R is the reduction field. The reduction field encodes the
access rights granted by E; as will be made clear later, this field also specifies the
relation existing between password W and a password, called the owner password
and denoted by Wown, which is associated with B and corresponds to full access
rights.

Reduction field R is partitioned into n− 1 reduction subfields, r0, r1, . . . , rn−2,
of size n bits. In a reduction subfield, the i-th bit corresponds to access right
ari. The access rights granted by e-capability E are expressed by quantity AR =
r0∧ r1∧ . . .∧ rn−2, i.e. the result of the logical AND of all the reduction subfields;
if the i-th bit is set in AR, then E includes access right ari. This means that,
for each bit that is cleared in a given reduction subfield, this subfield eliminates
the corresponding access right from the result of the preceding subfields, and
consequently, from E. A reduction subfield of all 1’s is called a flat subfield and
eliminates no access right at all. All flat subfields are always placed at the highest
order numbers, in the most significant positions of the R field. If all subfields are
flat, i.e. R = 11 . . . 1, we have a situation of no reduction at all. In this situation,
e-capability E grants full access rights, and W = Wown.

In our example of the File type, we have four access rights, so n = 4. An e-
capability E = (F,W,R) referencing file F with password W features a reduction
field R of size 12 bits, which is partitioned into three subfields of size 4 bits
(Fig. 1). In each subfield, let us suppose that bit 0 corresponds to access right
delete, and bits 1 to 3 correspond to access rights write (w), read (r) and execute
(e), respectively. If the reduction field is configured as is illustrated in Fig. 1a,
the least significant bit of subfield r0 is cleared to indicate that access right delete
is lacking from E; this is similar to the meaning of subfield r1 for access rights
write and read. The remaining subfield r2 is flat, so it produces no access right
reduction. We may conclude that e-capability E grants access right execute on
file F . In the configuration of Fig. 1b, bits 0 and 1 of subfield r0 are cleared to
indicate that access rights delete and write are lacking from E; this is similar to
the meaning of subfield r1 for access right read. The remaining subfield r2 is flat.
In this case, too, the resulting e-capability grants access right execute on F . As
will be illustrated shortly, different configurations of the reduction field always
correspond to different passwords, even if these configurations specify the same
set of access rights. In fact, we may have several passwords for the same set of
access rights. However, only one password, the owner password Wown, needs to
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Fig. 1 Two different configurations of the reduction field R, both corresponding to access
right execute. The bits in each subfield, from bit 0 to bit 3, correspond to access right delete
(d), write (w), read (r) and execute (e), respectively.

be permanently stored with the object, so the memory requirements for password
storage are low.

2.1 Password derivation

Function h is one-way if it is easy to compute but hard to invert [12]. This means
that given a value x, it is computationally easy to compute h(x), but given a value
y, it is computationally unfeasible to determine a value x such that y = h(x). The
design and implementation efforts connected with the construction of a one-way
funciton can be kept to a minimum starting from a good cryptosystem [17], [21].
For instance, a publicly known constant c is encrypted using x as the key, i.e., if Ex

is a symmetric cypher, we have h(x) = Ex(c) [23]. Function hr(x) is a parametric
one-way function if, given a value y and a parameter r, it is computationally
unfeasible to determine a value x such that y = hr(x) [26]. Thus, a parametric
one-way function is a family of one-way functions, one function for each value of
parameter r, and can be implemented as hr(x) = Ex(r) [23]. In the following, we
shall take advantage of a parametric one-way function in password derivation.

When subject S creates an object B, the owner password Wown of this object is
generated at random. Then, e-capability Eown = (B,Wown, 11 . . . 1) referencing B
is assembled and is returned to S. Eown is called the owner e-capability. In Eown,
all the subfields of the reduction field are flat, and the password is the owner
password. Thus, Eown grants full access rights. All the other passwords of B are
derived from Wown by taking advantage of a password derivation mechanism based
on the iterated application of a parametric one-way function hr(W ), which we call
the password generation function. The parameter of h is a reduction subfield, and
the argument is a password.

In detail, let us refer to e-capability E = (B,W,R), and let r0, r1, . . . , rn−2

be the subfields of reduction field R. Password W corresponding to R is obtained
iteratively, by evaluating Wi+1 = hri(Wi), i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 2, where W0 = Wown

and W = Wn−1. If one or more reduction subfields are flat, the iterations terminate
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at the subfield that precedes the first flat subfield (it should be recalled that all
flat subfields are always placed in the most significant positions of the reduction
field). Thus, password W is the last of a sequence of passwords that starts from
owner password Wown. Each password in this sequence corresponds to a set of
access rights smaller than that associated with the previous password.

In the example of Fig. 1a, password W is obtained starting from Wown. Reduc-
tion subfield r0 is 1110 (14 in decimal notation), thus we have W1 = h14(Wown).
In the next step, reduction subfield r1 is 1001, thus we have W2 = h9(W1). Re-
duction subfield r2 is flat; this terminates the iterations, and W = W2. In the
example of Fig. 1b, we start from Wown, then we have W1 = h12(Wown) and
finally, W = W2 = h11(W1). In both cases, the resulting password corresponds
to access right execute. Thus we have two different passwords for the same access
right.

2.2 E-capability validation

In our system, all authentication and authorization decisions are taken locally to
the protected object being accessed [10]. In detail, when e-capability E = (B,W,R)
is presented to object B to execute operation op, execution includes the actions
necessary to validate E. The e-capability is valid if password W matches the
password that is obtained by applying password generation function h iteratively,
starting from the owner password Wown of B and using the reduction subfields
that are not flat. Execution of op is as follows:

1. The access rights granted by E on B are evaluated. To this aim, quantity
AR = r0 ∧ r1 ∧ . . . ∧ rn−2 is computed, where ri denotes the i-th subfield of
reduction field R.

2. If AR does not include the access rights that are necessary to execute operation
op, an exception of violated protection is raised, and execution of op terminates
with failure; otherwise

3. The subfields r0, r1, . . . , rn−2 of reduction field R are used to evaluate password
W ′ corresponding to R, by applying password generation function h iteratively,
starting from the owner password Wown of B, as follows: W0 = Wown, W1 =
hr0(W0), W2 = hr1(W1), . . . etc. The sequence terminates at the reduction
subfield, say ri, that precedes the first flat subfield, and in this case W ′ = Wi+1;
if no reduction subfield is flat, the sequence terminates at the last reduction
subfield rn−2, when W ′ = Wn−1.

4. If W ′ 6= W , i.e. the password evaluated at step 3 does not match the password
in e-capability E, an exception of violated protection is raised, and execution
of op terminates with failure; otherwise

5. The actions involved in the execution of op are carried out.

2.3 E-capability reduction

Let us consider a subject S that holds e-capability E = (B,W,R) for object B of
type T , where W is a password, and R is a reduction field. Let ar0, ar1, . . . , arn−1

be the access rights defined by T , let r0, r1, . . . , rn−2 be the subfields of R, and
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let AR be the set of access rights specified by E, which is given by relation AR =
r0 ∧ r1 ∧ . . . ∧ rn−2. Subject S can grant these access rights to a different subject
S′ by transferring a copy of E to S′. Subject S may even grant a reduced set of
access rights to S′. To this aim, S will forge a new e-capability E′ = (B,W ′, R′)
corresponding to this reduced set. An action of this type is called an e-capability
reduction.

In detail, access right ari can be eliminated from E by carrying out the actions
that follow:

1. Quantity R′ is obtained by modifying the first subfield of R that is flat, say
subfield r∗, to clear the i-th bit, which corresponds to ari;

2. Quantity W ′ is obtained by applying password generation function h, i.e. W ′ =
hr∗(W ).

At step 1, an e-capability can be reduced only if it specifies at least two access
rights, and consequently, it contains at least one flat reduction subfield; in fact, we
have n access rights and n− 1 reduction subfields. Of course, reduction may well
involve more than a single access right, and in this case more bits will be cleared
in subfield r∗, i.e. the bits corresponding to each of these access rights.

3 Access right revocation

As seen in Sect. 1, a salient feature of capability-based protection is simplicity in
capability transmission between subjects. If e-capabilities are used, this feature is
made even more evident by the fact that e-capabilities do not need to be segregated
in memory. It follows that access rights tend to spread throughout the system. A
related problem is access right revocation; a subject that holds the delete access
right for a given object should be granted the ability to revoke the validity of
the e-capabilities referencing this object, and the effects of the revocation should
extend system-wide.

3.1 Classes

We shall now extend the e-capability model, presented in the foregoing sections,
to introduce effective support to e-capability revocation. As seen in Sect. 2 and
illustrated in Fig. 1, different e-capabilities may co-exist in memory, which grant
the same set of access rights and originate from different sequences of reduction
subfields. The extension we are introducing now is based on the concept of e-
capability class: different e-capabilities can originate from the same sequence of
reduction subfields, if these e-capabilities belong to different classes.

Let us refer to the generic e-capability E = (B,W,R,C). In this new form, we
have a class field, which is denoted by C. As seen in Sect. 2, the set AR of the
access rights granted by E is expressed by relation AR = r0 ∧ r1 ∧ . . . ∧ rn−2, i.e.
the logical AND of all the subfields of reduction field R. These access rights are
nominal, and can be revoked. The class field is used to determine the set EAR
of the effective access rights corresponding to the nominal access rights specified
by AR, as follows. Each object maintains a table, called the revocation table RT ,
featuring one entry for each value of the class field. The size of an entry is equal to
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Fig. 2 Revocation table of an object of the File type, and different configurations of the R
and C fields.

the size of a reduction subfield, i.e. n bits. Entry RTc, corresponding to a specific
value c of the class field C, specifies a possible revocation of access rights, as results
from relation EAR = AR∧RTc. This means, in particular, that if RTc contains all
0’s, e-capability E is completely revoked (it cannot be used for successful object
access). A constraint for RT is that RT0 always contains all 1’s. This means that
an e-capability in class 0 (i.e. with C = 0) grants all the access rights in AR (all
the nominal access rights are effective), and cannot be revoked.

With reference to our example of the File type and an object of this type,
Fig. 2 shows the revocation table and two configurations of the reduction and
class fields. Entry RT0 contains all 1’s, and in fact, an e-capability in class 0
cannot be revoked. In entry RT1, two bits are cleared, i.e. bit 0 corresponding to
access right delete, and bit 1 corresponding to access right write; it follows that
these access rights are revoked in all the e-capabilities in class 1. Finally, in entry
RT2 a single bit is asserted, i.e. bit 3 corresponding to access right execute; it
follows that all access rights except execute are revoked in the e-capabilities in
class 2. In the configuration of the reduction and class fields shown in Fig. 2a,
the nominal set of access rights AR, given by relation r0 ∧ r1 ∧ r2, includes access
rights write and read. The value of the class field is 1, and consequently, access
right write is revoked. In the configuration of Fig. 2b, AR includes access rights
read and execute. The value of the class field is 2, and consequently, access right
read is revoked.

3.2 E-capability generation

When subject S creates a new object B, all the entries of the revocation table of
this object are initialized to all 1’s. Subject S receives the owner e-capability Eown

that grants all access rights for B, including the delete access right. The class of
Eown is 0; its composition is Eown = (B,Wown, R, C), where R = (r0, r1, . . . , rn−2),
all ri’s are flat, and C = 0. Eown cannot be revoked, as follows from the fact that,
for class 0, the corresponding entry RT0 of the revocation table always contains
all 1’s. The delete access right in Eown makes it possible to change the contents
of the revocation table.
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Owner e-capability Eown can be used to generate e-capabilities for object B
in different classes. In detail, an e-capability E = (B,W ′, R′, C′) with full access
rights and a class c′ 6= 0 can be generated starting from Eown, as follows:

1. The class field C′ contains quantity c′;
2. All the subfields of reduction field R′ are flat;
3. Quantity W ′ is obtained by using password generation function h, i.e. W ′ =

hc′(Wown).

We wish to remark that both the owner e-capability Eown and the new e-
capability E include full access rights, however Eown is in class 0 and is not subject
to revocation, whereas E is in class c′ 6= 0 and can actually be revoked. Further-
more, e-capability E cannot be used to generate an e-capability in a different class,
as this action requires a knowledge of the owner password Wown, which is only
contained in Eown. As will be shown shortly, this important requisite prevents
actions of e-capability forging.2

3.3 E-capability validation

When a subject presents e-capability E = (B,W,R,C) to object B to execute a
given operation op, execution of op includes the actions necessary for validation
of E. Let c be the class of E, as is specified by the class field C. Execution is as
follows:

1. Quantity EAR = AR ∧RTc is evaluated, as illustrated in Sect. 3.1.
2. If EAR does not include the access rights required by op, execution of op fails;

otherwise
3. The contents c of class field C and subfields r0, r1, . . . , rn−2 of reduction field

R are used to evaluate password W ′ corresponding to C and R, as follows.
First we have W0 = Wown, or, if c 6= 0, W0 = hc(Wown). Then, we apply
password generation function h iteratively, starting from W0 to obtain W ′, as
follows: W1 = hr0(W0), W2 = hr1(W1), . . . etc. The sequence terminates at
the reduction subfield, say ri, that precedes the first flat subfield, and in this
case W ′ = Wi+1; if no reduction subfield is flat, the sequence terminates at
the last subfield rn−2, when W ′ = Wn−1.

4. If W ′ 6= W , i.e. the password evaluated at step 3 does not match the password
in e-capability E, then execution of op fails; otherwise

5. The actions involved in the execution of op are carried out.

2 Suppose that subject S transfers a copy of the owner e-capability referencing object B to
subject S′. As a result, S′ acquires full access rights for B, including the delete access right
that makes it possible to delete the object and to modify its revocation table. In fact, there
is no way to distinguish the original owner e-capability from its copy. Furthermore, S′ will be
able to generate e-capabilities for B in different classes, as it possesses the owner password. If
this should not be the case, S will preventively transform the owner e-capability into a different
class, thereby changing the password.
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4 Discussion

4.1 Forging e-capabilities

Let us consider a malevolent subject S that holds no access permission for object
B, and intends to forge a valid e-capability E = (B,W,R) referencing B (we
shall consider the class field later). To this aim, S generates a value for the R
field that corresponds to the intended set of access rights, e.g. all 1’s for an e-
capability featuring all access rights. Password W will be chosen at random. Of
course, if passwords are large and sparse, the probability to guess a valid password
is vanishingly low, and the e-capability forging attempt is destined to fail.

Let us now suppose that subject S holds a valid e-capability E = (B,W,R) for
object B, and intends to forge a new e-capability E′ = (B,W ′, R′) for B, where
the set of access rights included in E′ is larger than that in E. A result of this type
implies that reduction field R is transformed into reduction field R′ corresponding
to more access rights; this an easy task, which can be accomplished by modifying
of one or more subfields of R into flat subfields, for instance. However, password
generation function h cannot be inverted. It follows that it is not possible to eval-
uate password W ′ corresponding to R′ starting from password W corresponding
to R. Once again, if passwords are large and sparse, a valid password cannot be
guessed, and the access right amplification attempt will fail.

Let us now consider the case that subject S holds a valid e-capability E =
(B,W,R) for object B, and tries to take advantage of this e-capability to forge a
new e-capability E′ = (B′,W,R) for a different object B′ of the same type as B.
Let us suppose that S is aimed at using E′ to access B′ to execute operation op,
in the hypothesis that the access rights corresponding to reduction field R make it
possible to accomplish op successfully. In this hypothesis, the access right check in
the first phase of the validation of E′, as is delineated at step 2 of Sect. 2.2, will be
successful. However, at step 3, password W ′ corresponding to R will be evaluated
starting from the owner password of B′ instead of the owner password of B that
was used to generate W . Consequently, W ′ will not match W , and execution of
op will fail.

Further e-capability forging attempts could be conceived, which involve e-
capability classes. Let us consider a subject S that holds a valid e-capability
E = (B,W,R,C), let c denote the value of the class field C, and suppose that
c corresponds to a form of revocation, i.e. one or more bits are cleared in entry
RTc of the revocation table. Suppose that subject S replaces value c with a new
value c′, corresponding to a class with a less stringent revocation or even no re-
vocation at all (as is always the case for class 0). An action of this type would
imply a password change; the new password W ′ should be the last password of
the sequence W0 = hc′(Wown), W1 = hr0(W0), W2 = hr1(W1), . . . etc., which
involves quantity c′ and all the reduction subfields that are not flat. This requires
a knowledge of owner password Wown, which is only the case if subject S holds
the owner e-capability.
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4.2 E-capability revocation

Several solutions have been proposed in the past to the problem of access privilege
revocation, with reference to classical capability and password-capability envi-
ronments. A propagation graph can be associated with every given capability to
keep track of all copies of this capability [6], [7]. This solution is contrary to a
main requisite of the capability-passing model, i.e. simplicity in access privilege
transmission between subjects. Capabilities can be short-lived, and in this case, a
process that holds a given capability maintains the corresponding access privilege
for a limited time interval [13]. This solution tends to overburden the protection
system with explicit requests to extend the capability lifetime. A resource monitor
can be associated with a protected object to mediate with the subjects that hold
access privileges for this object, so that the object owner may ask for actions of
selective revocation of access privileges [18], [25]. This approach complicates the
structure of the protected objects, and is prone to affect the system performance
adversely, owing to the need of mediated access.

As seen in Sect. 3, in our system, a subject that possesses the owner e-capability
for a given object is in a position to review and revoke the access permissions
granted by the existing e-capabilities for this object, completely or in part, a sin-
gle exception being the owner e-capability itself, which cannot be revoked. To the
aim of revocation, the subject modifies the contents of the revocation table, accord-
ing to the e-capability classes to be actually revoked. Despite its simplicity, this
e-capability revocation mechanism possesses a number of interesting properties.
Revocation is [6]:

– Partial. A subject that possesses the owner e-capability for a given object can
revoke any subset of the access rights for this object. To this aim, the subject
accesses the entry of the revocation table corresponding to the intended class
to clear the bits corresponding to the access rights to be revoked in this class.

– Independent. Different e-capabilities for the same object can be revoked inde-
pendently of each other, if these e-capabilities belong to different classes.

– Transitive. The effects of the revocation of a given e-capability propagate to
all the copies of this e-capability, transitively. In fact, a copy of an e-capability
cannot be distinguished from the original, and e-capabilities have no memory
of successive copy actions.

– Temporal. The effects of an e-capability revocation obtained by modifying an
entry of the revocation table can be reversed simply by restoring the original
value of this entry, through the same mechanism as for revocation.

4.3 E-capability reduction

In Sect. 2.3, we have seen that an e-capability can be transformed into a new
e-capability for a reduced access privilege. This capability reduction process may
well be iterated. In fact, we may have different reduction paths that start from
the owner e-capability to generate different e-capabilities granting the same set of
access rights; these e-capabilities are expressed in terms of different passwords.

Let us refer again to our example of the File type, and let us suppose that
subject S0 creates file F and consequently receives owner e-capability Eown =
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(F,Wown, 1111 1111 1111) (to simplify the presentation, here we ignore the class
field). In Eown, all the reduction subfields are flat to indicate that the password
is the owner password. Let us now suppose that S0 wants to transfer all access
rights for F except the delete access right to subject S1. To this aim, S0 transforms
e-capability Eown into e-capability E1 = (F,W1, 1111 1111 1110). In E1, the value
1110 of reduction subfield r0 indicates that access right delete is lacking. Password
W1 is given by relation W1 = h14(Wown), where h is the password generation
function. Let us now suppose that in turn S1 wants to transfer a single access
right for F , the execute access right, to subject S2. To this aim, S1 reduces e-
capability E1 further, to obtain e-capability E2 = (F,W2, 1111 1001 1110), where
W2 = h9(W1). Now consider the case of a direct transmission of access right execute
from S0 to S2. A single reduction is necessary, which starts from e-capability Eown

to generate e-capability E′2 = (F,W ′2, 1111 1111 1000), where W ′2 = h8(Wown).
Thus, we have two e-capabilities, E2 and E′2, which correspond to the same access
right execute. They originate from different reduction paths, and consequently,
they are expressed in terms of different passwords.

A salient feature of our approach to e-capability reduction is that a subject
S can carry out reduction autonomously. This is in sharp contrast with classical
password capability environments. As seen in Sect. 1.3, in an environment of this
type, the intervention an external entity is necessary, which we have called the
password capability manager. It receives a password capability and returns a new
password capability for the reduced set of access rights.

4.4 Considerations concerning performance

4.4.1 Execution times

Let E = (B,W,R) be an e-capability for object B of type T , let n be the number
of access rights defined by T , and let m be the number of subfields of reduction
field R that are not flat, where m ≤ n − 1. As seen in Sect. 2.2, validation of
E requires m subsequent evaluations of password generation function h, starting
from owner password Wown. The result will be compared with password W in E;
if a match is found, E is valid, and it grants the access rights specified by R. Thus,
the cost Tv in terms of execution time of an e-capability validation is a function
of m and is given by relation Tv = m · Th, where Th denotes the execution time
of h. The maximum cost, corresponding to m = n− 1, is (n− 1) · Th. The cost is
lower if one or more reduction subfields are flat, and the lowest limit corresponds
to a flat R (i.e. all 1’s), when m = 0, W = Wown, and Tv = 0.

As seen in Sect. 2, we may have different reduction fields that correspond
to the same set of access rights. Consequently, we may have different password
validation costs for e-capabilities expressing the same access permission. Consider,
for instance, a situation of four access rights, ar0 to ar3, i.e. n = 4. In this case,
the reduction field consists of three subfields. Examples of reduction fields are
R′ = (1011 1101 1110) and R′′ = (1111 1111 1000), both corresponding to a single
access right, ar3. In R′, no subfield is flat, and m = 3; it follows that validation of
an e-capability featuring this reduction field implies the maximum cost in terms
of execution times, Tv = 3 · Th. In R′′, two subfields are flat, m = 1, and Tv = Th.
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4.4.2 Memory requirements

In a classical password capability environment, a set of passwords is associated
with each object, and each password corresponds to an access permission defined
in terms of a subset of all access rights. If a password is necessary that corresponds
to a given access permission, and this password is not available, it is generated [1],
[2]. Thus, the number of passwords associated with each given object tends to be
high.

In contrast, in our e-capability environment, a single password, the owner
password, is permanently stored in memory for each given object. Every other
password is evaluated dynamically, when an e-capability is generated by reduction,
or is validated. In fact, e-capability reduction processes that originate from the
owner password can generate e-capabilities for all possible combinations of access
rights.

As seen in Sect. 4.3, we may have two or more passwords that correspond to
the same set of access rights. Situations of this type can occur, in particular, as a
consequence of independent reduction activities, carried out by different subjects.
No memory cost is associated with these multiple passwords, which in fact are not
stored in memory permanently, but are evaluated dynamically, as part of actions
of e-capability validation.

A final consideration is relevant to the memory requirements for capability
storage. For 64-bit object identifiers and 128-bit passwords, the size of a classi-
cal password capability is 24 bytes. In an e-capability, for four access rights, the
reduction field consists of three subfields of size 4 bits. A 4-bit class field makes
it possible to define up to 16 different classes, which allow an accurate control
over password review and revocation. In a configuration of this type, the size of
an e-capability is 26 bytes. We may conclude that the memory size increase for
storage of an e-capability with respect to a classical password capability is a neg-
ligible fraction of the total. Conversely, as seen above, we have noticeable memory
space savings for password storage, and this is especially true if we are aimed at
expressing several different access permissions. For instance, permanent storage of
15 passwords is necessary in a classical password capability system for a complete
coverage of all possible combinations of four access rights; in contrast, a single
password, i.e. the owner password, is sufficient in our e-capability environment.

5 Concluding remarks

We have considered an important protection problem, i.e. to identify the objects
that each subject can access, and the operations that the subject can carry out
on these objects. We have proposed a new model of password capability, called
e-capability. In this model, an e-capability for a given object has the form of a
password capability, i.e. an object name and a password, extended to contain a
reduction field and a class field. The reduction field specifies the relation existing
between the password and an owner password, generated when the object is cre-
ated. This relation is expressed in terms of access rights. The class field is used
to link each given password with a class, to the aim of the review and revocation
of access permissions. The following is a summary of the main results we have
obtained:
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– A subject that holds a given e-capability is in a position to generate new e-
capabilities for subsets of the access rights. This capability reduction process
can be iterated to eliminate more access rights.

– A subject that holds an e-capability defined in terms of the owner password
of a given object is in a position to revoke the access permissions granted by
every other e-capability referencing this object, completely or in part. The e-
capability revocation mechanism is based on e-capability classes. Revocation
results to possess a number of interesting properties; it is partial, independent,
transitive and temporal.

– If owner passwords are large, sparse and chosen at random, it is impossible for
a malevolent subject to forge new e-capabilities. Any attempt to amplify the
access permission granted by a given e-capability by adding new access rights,
or to change the e-capability class, is destined to fail.

– The size of an e-capability is comparable to that of a traditional password
capability.

– The number of passwords that need to be stored in memory permanently is
kept to a minimum, and is equal to a single password, the owner password,
for each object. Every other password is evaluated dynamically, as part of the
actions involved in password validation and reduction.
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